
OpenDataStore (ODS) is a platform that gives true power to open data and offers numerous solutions 
for empowering smart cities, regions and states to open up towards citizens. 

ODS DataStage is a software solution that enables you to easily publish public sector information in 
accordance with Directive 2003/98/EC and Directive 2013/37/EU. It’s possible to connect your ODS 
DataStage solution with government’s or your own open data portal which makes it easy to publish 
your data there. If you are interested in getting one, contact us! 

Required steps for publishing open data in your institution:
1) Categorizing your internal data 
2) Selecting open data suitable for publishing
3) Getting selected data sets ready for publishing
4) Data publish!

When publishing data in accordance with Directives, you are contributing to 
transparency together with having a better insight in your institution’s resources. 

If you have any questions about ODS DataStage, don’t hesitate to contact us: 
info@omega-software.hr
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Open data is all information intended for use 
by persons or legal entities of documents held 
by public sector bodies, for commercial or non-
commercial purposes other than the initial 
purpose within the public task for which the 
documents were produced.

This definition excludes personal data as well 
as other classified data held secret because 
of national security. It usually includes 
meteorological data, different registers, records, 
statistical or financial data. 

According to Directives, public bodies are 
obligated to make documents containing such 
data available to public for commercial and non-
commercial reuse. 

1) Define desired data sources

2) Easily add new data sets

3) Have a clear view of prepared data sets

4) Describe your data according to your country’s 
nomenclature

5) Transform your data into ‘machine-readable’ 
format with one click

6) Get notifications when something changes 
on your data sources

ODS DataStage has a very simple and intuitive 
interface. With simply opening the solution 
you get a clear, detailed and accurate insight 
into gathered data sets, with the possibility 
of choosing which of those will be publicly 
available. 

1) Evaluate your ‘AS-IS’ state and analyzes data 
sources

2) With implementing ODS DataStage solution

3) Train your employees in preparing data 
sources, configuring and maintaining ODS 
DataStage

4) Educate your employees in charge of 
publishing data on how to use ODS DataStage

5) With initial installment of ODS DataStage

We offer ODS DataStage as a leased service on 
Microsft Azure cloud platform which means that 
no infrastructure or servers are required on your 
part.

Omega Software is a Croatian company founded 
in 2001. since the very beginning our core 
business is development and integration of end-
to-end business IT solutions. 

Maturity of the team rests on many successful 
projects, well-versed experts and certificates like 
quality management system (HRN EN ISO 9001), 
information security management (HR ISO/IEC 
27001) and records management (ISO 15489-1).

ODS DataStage solution is the product 
of constantly following trends in public 
management together with related legislative 
and using our expertise to help you get your 
data in order. 

Improving and expanding products is our 
everyday goal, so you are always free to give us 
your feedback and suggestions!
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